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Melon Web offers a wide range of document processing services, tailor made to customer needs, which include scanning, data 
capture/entry, content indexing/classification and electronic archiving. Its services are carried out either in-house or at the 
customer site. Melon Web serves its customers in a variety of industries including finance, manufacturing, retail, pharmaceutical, 
public sector, etc. and offers consulting and training services for all subject matters it is involved in. To find out more about Melon 
Web’s solutions please call the numbers below or visit the website.

Document processing
Melon Web’s document processing solutions are used across a range of industries to scan, 
recognize and manage any type of document, from questionnaires, surveys and forms, to 
statements, invoices, bank cheques, promissory notes, medical prescriptions and more; 
ultimately enhancing existing business systems. Information can be automatically 
extracted from any document type, ultimately converting information stored on paper 
into usable electronic data.

Web content management
Melon Web offers comprehensive web content management (WCM) solutions that enable 
organizations to deliver a compelling web experience by building, deploying, and 
managing large-scale, persuasive, and interactive web sites. The solutions automate the 
entire process of managing web content, including authoring, site design, content 
publishing and deployment, content targeting and delivery, web content analytics, and 
user participation.

Search and information access
Search and information access solutions help people to search and find relevant 
information quickly and effortlessly. Often described as ‘knowledge management’ 
solutions, search and information access solutions unify all types of information and 
content whether it is structured or not. Powerful features like 'advanced search' and 
'intelligent categorisation' allow content to be located and leveraged quickly and easily, 
regardless of where it resides.

Business process management
Melon Web’s business process management solution consolidates information, aligns 
people, and automates the tasks needed to make better business decisions. By using 
intuitive e-forms, information is easily captured and automatically conveyed among 
people according to pre-defined or ad-hoc process flows. By integrating forms (e-forms 
and paper forms) with processes and people, waiting times are minimised and 
productivity is maximised.
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